Abstract. For the critical focusing wave equation u " u 5 on R 3`1 in the radial case, we prove the existence of type II blow up solutions with scaling parameter λptq " t´1´ν for all ν ą 0. This extends the previous work by the authors and Tataru where the condition ν ą 1 2 had been imposed, and gives the optimal range of polynomial blow up rates in light of recent work by Duyckaerts, Kenig and Merle.
Introduction
We consider the energy critical focussing wave equation
(1.1) on R 3`1 , in the radial case. This equation has been intensely studied in a number of recent works: the remarkable series of papers [3] - [6] established a complete classification of all possible type II blow up dynamics, without proving their existence. In the works [8] , [2] In [8] , it was shown that such solutions with λptq " t´1´ν do exist, where ν ą 1 2 is arbitrary. This left the question whether for polynomial rates the condition (1.3) is indeed optimal. Here we show that it is. Theorem 1.1. Let ν ą 0 be given. Then there exists an energy class solution upt, xq, which in fact has regularity H 1`ν 2´, of the form (1.2), with λptq " t´1´ν
Our method of proof is closely modeled on the construction from [8] , of which we now recall the main steps:
(i) We write u 0 pt, rq " W λptq prq and iteratively modify u 0 in the form
so that u 2k´1 satisfies (1.1) up to an error of size t N as t Ñ 0`; here N can be made as large as desired by taking k large, and the size is measured relative to the energy inside a light cone with tip at r " 0, t " 0. (ii) We seek an exact solution via a perturbation: u " u 2k´1`ε . To solve for ε we switch to coordinates R " λptqr, τ " ş 8 t λpsq ds " 1 ν t´ν. The variable τ varies in the range τ 0 ď τ ă 8.
(iii) In the new coordinates, the driving linear operator is L "´B RR´5 W 4 pRq on p0, 8q
We perform a spectral analysis of the operator, which exhibits a unique and simple negative eigenvalue, as well as continuum spectrum; in addition, there is a zero energy resonance. The latter renders the spectral measure singular at zero energy. (iv) A contraction argument is set up for ε with a vanishing condition at τ " 8. For the contraction it is important that N in the first step is sufficiently large. The first three steps in this paper are essentially the same as in [8] . It is in the final step that we improve on the procedure in [8] . In fact, in Proposition 2.8 of that paper the condition ν ą 4 . This was used to control the quintic terms in the construction of the exact solution via iteration and application of a suitable parametrix. In fact, the difference shall consist in a more detailed analysis of the first iterate for the exact solution, which we exhibit as a sum of two terms, one of which is smooth, the other of which satisfies a good L 8 -bound near the origin. This latter feature comes from the fact that the loss of smoothness of the approximate solution occurs precisely on the characteristic light cone, and thus one expects the exact solution to be smoother near the spatial origin.
2. The approximate solution for a power-law rescaling 2.1. Generalities. In radial coordinates, (1.1) becomes
This equation is known to be locally well-posed in the space H :" 9 H 1L 2 pR 3 q, meaning that if pup0q, u t p0qq P H , then there exists a solution locally in time and continuous in time taking values in H . Solutions need to be interpreted in the Duhamel sense:
These solutions L quintic puq " 0 have finite energy:
Epu, u t q "
A special stationary solution is Wprq " p1`r 2 {3q´1 2 . By scaling, λ 1 2 Wpλrq is also a solution for any λ ą 0. We are interested in letting λ depend on time. More precisely, we would like to find solutions L quintic u " 0 of the form upt, rq " W λptq prq`wpt, rq, λptq Ñ 8 as t Ñ 0` ( 2.3) and w small in a suitable sense. It suffices to show that w remains small in energy, since this ensures that the solution blows up at time t " 0 by the mechanism of "energy concentration" at the tip of the light-cone pt, rq " p0, 0q (think of solving backwards in time).
The bulk term.
For the convenience of the reader, and in order to correct some minor inaccuracies in [8] such as the omission of harmless log R factors, we redo the iterative construction from that paper which constitutes step (i) from the four step procedure outlined above. We will henceforth fix λptq " t´1´ν with ν ą 0. Set
While u 0 is very far from being an approximate solution, the authors together with D. Tataru showed in [8] that one can add successive corrections
so that this function approximately solves (2.1). To be specific, they achieved that L quintic uptq goes to zero like t N in the energy norm restricted to a light cone where N can be made arbitrarily large by taking k large. This is an iterative construction. Moreover, from the point of view of the energy, the functions v j are truly lower order, i.e., they will satisfy ż
for all j ě 1. In contrast, one of course has ż
We shall now focus on the first two steps of the construction, i.e., u " u 0`v1`v2 . Let us compute the error resulting from u 0 . Define D :"
Here ω j are nonzero constants depending on ν whose values do not concern us.
2.3.
The first correction. Then t 2 e 0 " λptq 1 2 OpR 2 xRy´3q as R Ñ 8. This error blows up as t Ñ 0 like t´2. The goal is now to reduce it -in fact turn it into an error that vanishes as t Ñ 0 -by adding corrections to u 0 , the first one being v 1 . We will do this by setting λ 2 ptqL 0 v 1 " e 0 where
Note that this is the linearized operator obtained by plugging u 0`v1 into (2.1) and discarding B t altogether. While this may seem strange, the idea is to look first at the regime 0 ă r ! t where B t should matter less than B r . We shall see shortly that v 1 has the good property that it decays like ptλptqq´2, but it produces errors for the nonlinear PDE that grow in r too strongly. To remove this growth, we carry out a correction at the second stage with a differential operator near the light cone r " t. There the self-similar variable a " r t becomes important. Now we discuss v 1 in more detail. A fundamental system of L 0 is
The operator
has a fundamental system r ϕ 1 pRq :" Rϕ 1 pRq " Rp1´R 2 {3q
p1`R 2 {3q
The right-hand sides here are for large R, and the r ψ j are analytic around 0. The Wronskian is
Define µptq :" tλptq, and
We claim that
To be more specific, write
see (2.7). Note that the g j are of the form
where φ j is analytic around 0. Then L 0 f j " g j with f j p0q " f 1 j p0q " 0 satisfies
2.17)
for j " 1, 2. The one checks that
In fact, around R " 0 the f j pRq are even analytic functions, whereas around R " 8 one has the representation
where ϕ 1 j , ϕ 2 j and F j , G j are analytic around zero, with ρ :" R´1. This follows from (2.11), (2.16), and (2.17). For future reference, we remark that the structure in (2.19) is preserved under application of D. In particular,
ptq`WpRq`µ´2ptq f pRqq In view of (2.18), and R ď µ (recall that we are inside of the light cone r ď t)
uniformly in 0 ă t ă 1; moreover, we may apply tB t any number of times without affecting this asymptotic property. Finally, λptq´1 2 u 1 pt, rq is an even analytic function around R " 0. 
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. Next, we determine the behavior of these functions as a Ñ 1´. We remark that in our case, always β ą´1 2 . There exists a fundamental system of L β of the form
provided β Z0 , see [8, Lemma 3.6] . In that case these series define entire functions. On the other hand, if β P Z0 , then ψ 1 is modified to
with a unique choice of c. Notice that in this case the singularity of ψ 1 near a " 1 is no worse than p1´aq β`1 logp1´aq. In either case the Wronskian
We define the Green function
Then a particular solution of L β q " f is given by qpaq "
Returning to (2.38) we need to set f paq " 1 and f paq " a here. Note that qpaq as given by (2.41) satisfies the boundary conditions qp0q " q 1 p0q " 0, whence it agrees with q 2 and q 1 , respectively, as given by (2.39). Let us first assume that β Z0 . Then the term on the third line of (2.41) is analytic near a " 1. To analyze the behavior of the expression on the fourth line as a Ñ 1, we note that up to an analytic factor near a " 1 it equals
where h is analytic in a neighborhood of r0, 1s. By inspection, (2.42) is of the form p1´aq
where c is a constant and H 1 , H 2 are analytic near r0, 1s. It follows that β Z0 , which means that ν is neither an odd positive integer nor of the form 2n` 1 3 with n P Z0 , one has that q 1 paq, q 2 paq are analytic in the disk |a| ă 1 and near a " 1 they are of the form
where Q j are analytic near a " 1. These functions have the property that after applying B a they remain in L 2 p0, 1q due to β ą´1 2 . Evidently, they also become smoother as β increases, but they are never infinitely smooth (since β is not an integer).
On the other hand, if β P Z0 , then the representation (2.43) needs to be modified with logarithmic factors logp1´aq. We leave these details to the reader.
Using a " Rµ´1 we may rewrite (2.34) in the form v 0 2 pr, tq :"
where we have set r q 1 paq :" a´1q 1 paq. This ensures that both r q 1 and q 2 have even power series in a around a " 0. Also note that these functions are Opa 2 q as a Ñ 0. We make one more adjustment: in (2.44) one has an odd expansion around R " 0, namely just the linear term R. We prefer to modify (2.44) as follows so as to retain the even expansion at R " 0:
Note that for large R this captures the R growth of (2.44), and the next order correction is R´1. With this definition of v 2 we set u 2 :" u 1`v2 " u 0`v1`v2 . By construction, v 2 pt, rq is analytic in R around R " 0 with an even expansion. Finally, (2.21) remains valid for u 2 as well. In other words, u 0 gives the main shape of the profile as a function of R.
2.6. The error from u 2 . We define
We determine t 2 λptq´1 2 e 2 . First, from (2.31)
for R ě 1. For |R| ă 1 we read off from (2.27) and (2.32) that
This holds uniformly for small times, and tB t can be applied any number of times without changing this asymptotic behavior as R Ñ 0. Next, for large R t 2 λ´1 2 ptqu
which is of the form (2.47). The final nonlinear term contributes
We leave it to the reader to verify that the other nonlinear terms behave in the same fashion. For small R, the nonlinear terms are Opµ´2ptqR 2 q. The difference v 2´v 0 2 contributes this: for R ą 1,
Here we used that r q 1 paq " Opa 2 q for small a. For small R this term is Opµ´2ptqRq. By inspection, e 2 " L quintic pu 2 q has an even analytic expansion around R " 0, and by the preceding we gain a factor µ´2 for all R, and the decay is at least log R R as R Ñ 8. 2.7. Iterating the construction: the next corrections v 3 and v 4 . We now return to Section 2.3 in which we constructed v 1 from e 0 . Here we need to determine v 3 from e 2 via the same route, i.e., by solving λptq 2 L 0 v 3 " e 2 with zero Cauchy data at R " 0. The only essential difference between e 0 and e 2 is that the latter looses a log R in terms of the R´1 decay. The dependence on a, b makes no difference in terms of the asymptotic behavior or the construction, however. Therefore, the same construction as before yields
µptq 4 OpR log Rq as R Ñ 8. Moreover, the asymptotic expansion involves terms with both log R and log 2 R. Around R " 0 we have an even Taylor expansion starting off with R 2 . The u 3 :" u 0`v1`v2`v3 still obeys the decay law (2.21); in fact, any finite number of powers of log R can be lost since they are more than made up for by the gain of an extra power of µ´2 in v 3 . In this sense, v 3 is of strictly smaller order than both v 1 and v 2 which can be comparable to u 0 on the light-cone r " t. For v 4 , one repeats the same construction that lead to v 2 above designed to obtain a decaying error. The error will be on the order of µ´4.
The process can then be repeated any number of times. In [8] the authors, together with D. Tataru, formalized this using various function algebras designed to hold the v j the associated errors e j . The details are as follows. We have
" 0 (2.51) both equations having zero Cauchy data at r " 0. Here at each stage the error term e k is split into a principal part and a higher order term (to be made precise below),
The successive errors are then computed as
The function spaces are as follows. First, the one relevant to the L 0 iteration. Definition 2.1. S m pR k plog Rq ℓ q is the class of smooth functions v : r0, 8q Ñ R with the following properties:
(i) v vanishes of order m and R´mv has an even Taylor expansion at R " 0.
(ii) v has a convergent expansion near R " 8 of the form vpRq "
The importance of even expansions in R near zero lies with the fact that only those correspond to smooth functions in R 3 . For the same reason, we will work with even m. Second, we introduce the space arising from the Sturm-Liouville problem near a " 1. Definition 2.2. We define Q to be the algebra of continuous functions q : r0, 1s Ñ R with the following properties:
(i) q is analytic in r0, 1q with an even expansion at 0 and with qp0q " 0.
(ii) Near a " 1 we have an expansion of the form
where K, K 1 are finite sets of positive integers. Moreover, only finitely many of the q ij are nonzero.
We remark that the exponents of 1´a in the above series all exceed 1 2 because of ν ą 0. For the errors e k we introduce Definition 2.3. Q 1 is the space of continuous functions q : r0, 1q Ñ R with the following properties: (i) q is analytic in r0, 1q with an even expansion at 0.
with analytic coefficients q 0 , q ij , of which only finitely many are nonzero. The βpiq are as above.
By construction, Q Ă Q 1 . The family Q 1 is obtained by applying a´1B a to the algebra Q. The exact number of logp1´aq factors can of course be determined, but is irrelevant for our purposes. The same holds with Q 1 in place of Q.
As in the first two steps we shall exploit that R, a, b are dependent variables, by switching from one representation to another as needed. We shall prove by induction that the successive corrections v k and the corresponding error terms e k can be chosen with the following properties. There exist increasing sequences m k , p k , q k of nonegative integers with m 1 " p 1 " 0, q 1 " 1 so that for each k ě 1,
One can of course easily determine the optimal choice of m k , p k , q k from the algorithm outlined below, but this is of no significance. We now inductively verify these claims.
Step 0: The analysis at k " 0 We observed in (2.7) that
as claimed. Now assume we know the above relations hold up to k´1 with k ě 1, and we show how to construct v 2k´1 , respectively v 2k , so that they hold for the index k.
Step . In other words, we choose to treat a as a parameter and the error resulting from this choice will then be incorporated in e 2k´1 .
Changing variables to R in (2.50) we need to solve the equation
where the operator L 0 is the one from above. Then (2.55) is a consequence of the following ODE lemma. We remark that the statement of Lemma 2.1 is not optimal with respect to the number of logarithms in R. But for the sake of simplicity we choose this formulation.
Lemma 2.1. The solution v to the equation
with integer ℓ ě 0 has the regularity
Proof. This follows form the representation (2.11), (2.16), and (2.17). Indeed,
The first integral in (2.62) contributes which again lies in S 2 pR plog Rq ℓ q.
We remark that v 1 as constructed above satisfies
see (2.18).
Step 2: Show that if v 2k´1 is chosen as above then (2.56) holds.
Thinking of v 2k´1 as a function of t, R and a we can write e 2k´1 in the form
Here N 2k´1 pv 2k´1 q accounts for the contribution from the nonlinearity and is given by (2.52). E t v 2k´1 contains the terms iń This concludes the proof of (2.56).
Step 3: Define v 2k so that (2.57) holds. We begin the analysis with e 2k´1 replaced by its main asymptotic component at R " 8: 
(2.67)
Here we make the convention that W j 2k
" 0 for j ą p k and r W j,κ 2k
" 0 for j ą p k`1 . Then we solve the equations in this system successively for decreasing values of j from p k to 0, respectively p k`1 to 0. " aq j paq´F j paq, β " p2k´3{2qν´1{2
" r r q j paq´r r F j paq, β " p2k`1{2qν´1{2
where the one-parameter family of operators L β is defined as above, i.e.,
see (2.37). We claim that solving this system with 0 Cauchy data at a " 0 yields solutions which satisfy
The choice of β in (2.68) explains the appearance of the set (2.54). The fact that we need integer multiples of the exponents in (2.68) is a result of the nonlinearity which requires taking powers (moreover, Q is not an algebra otherwise). The claim (2.70) is established as in the computation of v 2 above, see [8, Lemma 3.6] and [7, Lemma 3 .9] for details.
As in the case of v 2 , we need to make some adjustments. First, we modify r v 2k to ensure an even expansion 1 around R " 0:
We use the notation xRy "
This is not admissible because of the singularity of log R at R " 0. We therefore modify this expression further: where N 2k is defined by (2.53) and
with q j , r q 1,2 j , r r q j paq P Q 1 . We begin with the first term in e 2k , which has the form and v 2k ; in addition, as in the case of e 2 above, error terms arise due to the replacement of R with R 2 xRy´1. We leave those latter terms to the reader. To illustrate the former, consider the difference which is obtained upon replacing the derivatives of 1 2 logp1`R 2 q by derivatives of log R in the expression
Computing these differences one finds that the second term in e 2k is a sum of expressions of the form
are cubic at 0 it follows that we can pull out an a factor and see that this part of the error is in
which is admissible by (2.72). The nonlinear expression is left to the reader.
In summary we arrive at the following result. 
for any prescribed δ ą 0, provided 0 ă t ă t 0 with t 0 " t 0 pδ, k, νq sufficiently small. But then, picking t 0 sufficiently small, we can arrange that the 9 H 1ˆL2 -norm of`upt 0 ,¨q, u t pt 0 ,¨q˘is less than δ in the region r ą t 0 . Then Huyghen's principle and the small energy global regularity imply that the corresponding solution remains of class H 1`ν 2´o n the exterior of the light cone.
The remainder of the paper is devoted to proving Proposition 2.3. The idea is that up to smoother errors, the principal source term e 2k´1 (we take u 2k´1 to be the approximate solution) may be reduced to an explicit algebraic expression. In fact, due to Huyghen's principle, we can and shall modify e 2k´1 outside the light cone to simplify the analysis a bit. We shall then see that the error term εpt, rq, which will be constructed via a suitable iteration scheme, can be written as a sum of a smoother and a "small" term (in the sense of amplitude). This decomposition in fact results naturally from the structure of the first iterate of the scheme used to construct εpt, rq.
Setting up the iteration scheme; formulation on the Fourier side
Introduce the variables τ " ν´1t´ν, R " λptqr, and write r εpτ, Rq :" Rεptpτq, rpτ, Rqq Then we get the following 2 equation for r ε:
pB τ`9 λλ´1RB R q 2 r ε´pB τ`9 λλ´1RB R qr ε`Lr ε " λ´2pτqRrN 2k´1 pεq`e 2k´1 s`B τ p 9 λλ´1qr ε;
where the operator L is given by
and we have
Introducing the operator, with β ν pτq "
we can also write the above equation as
In the following, we shall freely borrow the facts about the spectral theory and associated distorted Fourier transform contained in [8] as well as [2] . In particular, we recall that there exists a Fourier basis φpR, ξq and associated spectral measure ρpξq satisfying the asymptotic expansions and growth conditions explained in [8, Section 4] such that
For the asymptotic behavior of φpR, ξq in various regimes see (4.2) and (4.4). Here the functions xpτ, ξq are the (distorted) Fourier coefficients associated with r ε, and φ d pRq is the unique ground state with associated negative eigenvalue for the operator L. We also note the important asymptotic estimates
as well as the fact that near ξ " 0 as well as ξ " 8 the spectral measure behaves like a symbol upon differentiation. We shall henceforth write
hen proceeding as in [2] , in particular section 3.5 in loc. cit. which uses a variation on the procedure in [8] , we derive the following transport equation
where we have
with β ν pτq "
, and
Also the key operator
Finally, we observe that the "transference operator" K is given by the following type of expression
with mapping properties specified later on.
In the following, we shall take advantage of the observation that the equation`D 2 τ`βν pτqD τ`ξ˘x pτ, ξq " f pτ, ξq "ˆf d pτq f pτ, ξqċ an be solved completely explicitly; in particular, imposing vanishing boundary data at τ " 8, we obtain the following expression for the continuous part xpτ, ξq:
We shall justify this below. On the other hand, one immediately obtains the elementary implicit relation
To derive (3.8), define an operator pM f qpτ, ξq :" λ´5 2 pτqρpξq 1 2 f pτ, ξq and D 1 :" B τ´2 β ν pτqξB ξ . Then
Then S´1B τ S " D 1 whence
Finally, one checks that Hpτ, ξq :" sinpξ 1 2 ωpτqq, ωpτq :" ş τ λ´1 satisfies pB 2 τ`β ν pτqB τ`λ´2 pτqξqHpτ, ξq " 0 Hence,
is the fundamental solution of the operator in the parentheses on the lefthand side of (3.10). In order to measure the size of x, we use the norms
The following lemma shall be used throughout the sequel without further mention:
Lemma 3.1. Assume N is sufficiently large and write
hen defining xpτ, ξq via (3.8) and x d pτq as the unique fixed point of (3.9), we have
In fact, for the discrete spectral part we can improve this to
The proof is a straightforward consequence of the fact thaťˇξ´1 . The discrepancy between 2α on the one hand, and α on the other hand is due to the frequency being ξ 1 2 rather than ξ).
Proof of Proposition 3.2.
We shall solve (3.4) via an iterative scheme, namelỳ x j pτ, ξqφpR, ξqρpξq dξ, j ě 1, while we also set r ε 0 " x 0 " 0. In particular, f 0 " F`Rr e 2k´1˘, Rpτ, x 0 q " 0. This underlines the importance of the first iterate r ε 1 since it will determine the smoothness of subsequent iterates due to the smoothing properties of the parametrix. We next turn to a careful analysis of the first iterate.
The first iterate
In light of the fact that t 2 e 2k´1 P Proof of Lemma 4.1. The proof of the bounds for small ξ proceeds exactly as in [8] , and so we shall now focus on ξ " 1. The expression F pRr e 2k´1 pτ,¨qqpξq is given by
F pRr e 2k´1 pτ,¨qqpξq " φpR, ξqx p2q pτ, ξqρpξq dξ
In the first integral we have the implicit phase functions e˘i ντξ 1 2 , and performing integration by parts with respect to ξ 1 2 leads to a gain of » τ´1ξ´1 2 , which makes the integrand absolutely integrable with respect to dξ. In the second integral one has the implicit phases e ip˘R˘ντqξ 1 2 , and here we gain » p˘R˘ντq´1ξ´1 2 . More precisely, for the first integral one writes (see [8] ) Further, from [8] , [2] we have the operator bounds (here α is arbitrary)
In fact, the operator K cc is a smoothing operator, and corresponds to the operator K 0 in [8] . Our strategy is to exploit the smoothing effect of the wave parametrix (3.8) . This indeed leads to a derivative gain for all the terms in Rpτ, x 1 q: assuming the that the Fourier transform x 1 of the first iterate can be decomposed into two terms with bounds as in Lemma 4.1, we get
Rpτ, x 1 q P τ´N´2L To bound the first term on the left, we use
while for the second term we have
Note that the rapid decay rate of r ε 1 gives much more than τ´N´2-decay.
The higher iterates
Here we repeat the procedure of the preceding section, except that we replace x 2´x1 by x k´xk´1 , k ě 3, and we replace one copy of r ε 1 by r ε k´1´r ε k´2 in each source term. Then we can literally repeat what we did before. To be specific, we claim the following: The proof is by induction on k, and is in all respects identical to the one of the preceding lemma, except that there is no one factor r ε k´1´r ε k´2 involved in the analogue of ∆ 1 f 1 pτ, ξq. The factor p 1 N q k comes from the repeated time integrations.
The fixed point of (3.4) is now found by iteration, which completes the proof of Proposition 2.3.
